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MUPD tight~ns
security during
Clinton's visit
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-rally open ,to·.stud~pts. tlj1~ ~v:~mng, .. handhng advertising for the event said why Marshall was selected as a
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.According to Time Clinton's
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She isa prominJnt partner in
Third Avenue-entra~ceinto a site fit could volunteer to help stage the event the Rose Law Firm in Little Rock
for photo opportunities yes~rday. by callingDemocraticHeadquartersin and is rated one of the top 100
Many of the flowers .lining the li- Huntington. The number is 525-5040. lawyers in the nation. · .Clinton ·
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Magistrate sends
case to grand jury
By Tim D. Hardiman

Reporter
A Marshall University student's
sexual assault case has been sent to
the grand jury after a·Cabell County
magistrate ruled Friday that there is
sufficient evidence to pui:sue the
charge.
Charles Franklin Plymail, 28,
Athens, Ga., junior, who is charged
with second-degree sexual assault on
Kathy M. Young, 28, of Huntington,
faces possible indictment by the grand
jury.
If convicted, Plymail faces a sentence of not less than 10 years and no
more than 20 years in prison.
According to police reports, Young
met Plymai) the night of Sept. 12 at
the Calamity Cafe at 16th Street and
Third Avenue, and offered to drive
him to his apat:tment because he
appeared intoxicated.
Both Plymail and Young told police
that while in the apartment they had
consensual sex.
· Young said that when she tried to
leave the apartment, Plymail became
violent, striking her, and then forced
her to perform various sex acts until
she was able to escape.
During the hearing, Plymail's defense attorney, George Beter, claimed
Young bit Plymail on the shoulder
and then he slapped her.

Huntington Police detective David
Ball provided the magistrate details of
statements by Young and Plymail of
the alleged assault.
Ball said he began investigatfog the
case as a normal sexual assault but did
not use a rape kit to test for body fluids
after discovering they had consensual
sex.
Ball said Plymail was questioned and
then released because Young was unwilling to press charges due to h er emotional state Sept. 13.
"She didn't want to press charges
because she didn't want to undergo
what she's about to go through," Andy
Bryson, assistant prosecuting attorney,
said.
"She didn't want it in the press, and
then The Parthenon, who is here today,
prints her name and address in the
school paper. The exact thing she didn't
want happen, is happening," Bryson
said.
Young was not present at the preliminary hearing.
Magistrate Judge Alvie Qualls set
bond at $100;00{1' Beter requested
Qualls reduce bail to $5,000 so P.lymail
could continue classes.
Qualls denied the reduced bail request because of Plymail's previous
criminal record.
Plymail is currently serving 30 days
in the county jail for an unrelated battery charge.

Four law enforcement agencies will
provide security on Marshall's campus
for this evening's visit by Hillary Clinton, Donald Salyers, director of Public
Safety, said.
Members of the Marshall University
Police Department, the Huntington
Police Department, the Cabell County
Sheriffs Department, and the Secret
Service will be present on campus during the visit, Salyers said.
MUPD will contribute four uniformed
and two plain clothes officers, he said.
Cabell County will provide six officers, Chief Deputy C. A Adams of the
Sheriffs Department, said.
The Huntington Police Department
will have an "adequate" number of officers on hand Captain Paul Price of the
Huntington Police Department.
Parking along Third Avenue will be
restricted during the rally near the
James Morrow Library and Science
building, Price said.
"I don't see any reason to close Third
Avenue," Price said. The parking Jots
across Third Avenue from the Morrow
Library would not be affected by the
rally, Price said.
Both said classr9om buildings would
not be closed due to Clinton's visiL
The James Morrow Library will be
closed from 4 p.m. to 6 p.m.
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Brian LaPlame of Willimantic, Connecticut amazes a circus crowd in
Ritter Park. Allan C. HIii's Great American Circus performed Sunday.
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Ml:J's tale is no happy ending
Once upon a time in the state
of Despair, a growing university became a burden.
As luck would have it, the
president ofthat university decided to seek greener pa$ture$,
leaving the top spot to be filled
by the evil, step - Governing
Board.
The step-Board solicited the
preference of the growing
university's Faculty Senate to
aid it in its selection of a new
leader, and promptly ignored
its recommendations.
"Ha, ha," the step-Board said.
The step-Board needed a man
willing to reduce the growing
university's role and status. A
man who would be willing to
make his university second best
in Despair - for a fee - freeing more funds for the wicked
step-university.
Enter Sir Gilleyhad of AntiProgress and his feeble-minded

Chris Rice
COLUMNIST
companion noD.
Sir Gilleyhad had magic powers and thought every university would be better off a community and technical college,
while noD had problems completing sentences unless he was
angry.
They were perfect.
Using the growing university's recently completed athletic facilities to divert the
community's attention, Sir
Gilleyhad and noD would conspire with the aid of the evil
Board to gut the university aca-

demically.
They began their sinister
plan.
Sir Gilleyhad convinced the
campus that the universityhad
little money, and that the right
thing to do was learn to live
within their budget.
He made it sound like the
right thing to do - that was
his magic.
But, a few remained unconvinced. They believed the
proper path for the university
was to continue to solicit funds
- to try to keep growing.
And they knew the best way
to secure funding was to show
a need for that funding - not
live within a budget.
These brave souls didn't know
about Sir Gilleyhad's deal with
the step-Board.
That's where noD came in.
He had been working on the
inside of this growing university for years and could help

Parthenon

Sir Gilleyhad pinpoint and
terminate these traitors, and
possibly settle a few of his own
grudges.
· Gradually the university
shrank - becoming more insignificant daily.
More than 300 courses were
eliminated from the catalog,
and people applauded.
Enrollment dropped, and no
one noticed.
Departmental budgets were
axed. Faculty morale "'as destroyed.
So, Sir Gilleyhad gave an
empty, meaningless speech in
an attempt to trick everyone
into working together with him
to destroy everything that had
been built.
And they did.
And the football team kept
winning.
And Prince Charming never
came.
The End.
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Nobel prize winner to lecture on campus
By BIii Gardner
Managing Editor

Dr. James M. Buchanan, the
1986 recipient
of the Nobel
Prize in Economic
Sciences, will lect ure
at
Marshall on
Wednesday.
Buchanan will Buchanan
speak at 3

Student Ad Manager

Melissa Dickerson

p.m. on "Markets, Politics and Lecture Series.
His best known work is "The
the Rule ofLaw" in Corbly Hall
Buchanan received the No- Calculus of Consent," pubroom 105.
bel Prize for his contributions , lished in 1962.
Currently director of the to the theory of political deciHis most recent book is "The
Center for Study of Public sion-making and public eco- Economics and Ethics of ConChoice and a professor at nomics.
stitutional Order," which was
George Mason University in
He has spent nearly 40 years published last year.
Fairfax, Va., Buchanan will in the development of the conThe Distinguished Lecture
speak to a political science class tractual and constitutional Series was made possible
before delivering his public bases of the theory.
through a gift from John and
lecture.
A widely published author, Elizabeth Drinko. John Drinko
His visit is sponsored by The Buchanan is known for his is a 1943 graduate_ofMarshall
John Deaver DrinkoandEliza- books, monographs, and nu- who practices law in Cleveland,
beth G. Drinko Distinguished merous journal articles.
OH.

Advertising
696-2733 or 3346
Complaints
696-6696
Sports
696-3339
Story Ideas
696-2521
Tuesday, Sept. 29, 1992
311 Smith Hall
Huntington, W.Va. 25755
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A joint ltalian-U.S. operation against
the Sicilian Mafia and Colombian
cocaine cartels has led to the arrests
of 201 people in four countries.
The Parthenon
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Perot sets deadline for re-entering race
By John King

AP Political Writer

DALLAS - Ross Perot huddled with
supporters from all 50 states Monday
for extraordinary sessions in which emissaries ofPresidentBush and Bill Clinton sought support from the Texas billionaire and his followers. Perot set
Thursday as a deadline to decide
whether to make a late entry into the
presidential race.
"I think it's an historic day, certainly
in this campaign, because we will only

talk about the issues," Perot said just
As they dispatched high-level delebefore opening the sessions.
gations to make presentations to Perot
Perot said the Bush and Clinton dele- and his supporters, Clinton and Bush
gations would have "every opportunity" each claimed to best represent Perot's
to win his support and that of his fol- views, although neither came close to
lowers, but the ultimate decision was endorsing any of the controversial
up to his supporters.
planks in Perot's deficit-reduction plan.
Should he decide to run, Perot said on
Perot in July abandoned plans to run
NBC's "Today," show: "I will not do as an independent without first conanything to win." But in a briefing with sulting his volunteers. But he insisted
reporters less than two hours later, he the decision was theirs this time.
said, "I never said that," and added
"I will never be able to get it over to
that ifhe got in, "obviously we will run you characters that this decision will
all out."
be made by millions of Americans,"

Perot told reporters. "They are going to
decide what we are going to do."
Many of Perot's state leaders said as
they gathered that they wanted a decision from Perot immediately after the
meetings.
"They want a decision and they want
it now," Oregon Perot leader Bill Maher
said of his state group.
But Perot told reporters the bulk of
his state leaders agreed to head home
afterMonday's meeting and report back
to Perot by Thursday on whether they
wanted him to run.

South Africa releases
'scores' of prisoners
By Barry Renfrew

Associated Press Writer

JOHANNESBURG, South
Africa - _The South African
government began releasing
scores ofpolitical prisoners and
extremists Monday, including
a notorious white supremacist
who gunned down seven blacks
in a sidewalk shooting spree.
Seven African National Congress members walked out of
East London prison on the
southeast coast to cheers of
supporters. The ANC said up to
450 more activists would be released by Nov. 15.
"I'm a well-disciplined ANC
member who fought the apartheid regime," said Mtheleleli
Mncube, a member of the opposition group's military wing who
had been sentenced to death for
11 killings. "I have no regrets
for what I did in good faith."
Government leaders, meanwhile, were trying to mend ties
with the country's second most
powerful black leader, Mangosuthu Buthelezi. The head of
the Zulu-dominated lnkatha
Freedom Party pulled out of
political negotiations to protest
a weekend reconciliation meet-

ing between President F. W. de
Klerk and ANC chief Nelson
Mandela.
Buthelezi's boycott threatened to deepen the political
crisis and unleash new violence.
Much of the violence involves
ANC and Inkatha supporters
engaged in a bloody power
struggle.
Monday's releases included
two men sentenced to death
for murder. Barend Strydom,
of the extreme right-wing
White Wolves, went on a shooting spree in downtown Pretoria in 1988, killing six blacks
and an Indian.
Also released was ANC activist Robert McBride, who
parked a car bomb at a popular
Durban bar in 1986, killing
three white women and injuring 69 people. Both men were
sentenced to death, but the
sentences were later changed
to life imprisonment.
The two sides remain divided
on key issues such as an amnesty for security forces members and the future of the
country's nominally independent black homelands.
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Castro's power
remains stable
HAVANA (AP) - For Fidel
Castro's domestic critics, it is
no surprise that the many predictions ofhis imminent downfall have not been borne out.
The forceful leader of Cuba's
33-year-old Communist regime
retains substantial support, his
grip on power still firm despite
a deepening economic crisis.
Castro should be around for a
long time to come, dissidents
say.

Mideast accounts
for most weapons
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WASHINGTON·(AP) Imposing binding limits on weapons
flowing into the Middle East
could help cool tensions in the
region, a congressional study
says.
The Mideast, with 3 percent
of the world's population, accounted for 30 percent of all
weapons purchases over the last
two decades, the report says.

Sex makes life good for senior citizens, study says
By Brenda C. Coleman

Associated Press Writer

CHICAGO -The happiest men and
women in America are married couples
who have sex frequently after age 60,
says a report by the Rev. Andrew M.
Greeley, the sociologist-priest-novelist.
Thirty-seven percent of married
people overi60 make love once a week

or more, and 16 percent make love
several times a week, Greeley noted in
his report, based on two previous surveys involving a total of5,738 subjects.
Nine out of 10 of those over 60 who
made love at least once a week said
their spouses were "very attractive
physically," the report said.
Men and women who engage in frequent sex after 60 report the happiest
marriages and are more likely to report

TED'S IMPERIAL LANES
21st St & 8th Ave. 697-BOWL
TUESDAY MU NITE (9pm-12)
Enjoy the funl Students, staff, faculty bowl
fOf $5.00 a lone (min 4 persons)
Snackbar clscounts MU ID required

THURSDAY GREEK NITE (9pm-12)
Bowl for $5.00 a lane (min. 4 persons)
Snackbar clscounts. MU ID required

that they are living exciting lives, the
report said.
"Their sex may be better because their
lives are more satisfying, or the other
way around," Greeley said.
Part of the data for his latest report
came from the center's nationwide
surveys of4,424 people conducted from
1988 to 1991. The other part came from
Gallup polls of 1,314 respondents analyzed previously in a 1990 study by

Greeley.
"The image of passionate lo~ between older people as grotesque is
dominant in American society," Greeley
added in his report.
Older men and women did not confine passion to the bedroom, however.
One-third swam nude to~ether; onethird showered together; one-half enjoyed extended sexual play; and twothirds experin:lented sexually.

N(Q)W ILIEA§IlN(G IF(Q)JR?. IFAILILi
A great place to live close to campus
"COME SEE THE DIFFERENCE"
We accommodate 150+students. 1 to 4 bedroom units
available. •Each bedroom has its own bathroom •sun
Decks •Spiral Staircase •security •Extra Clean *Great
Furniture •All utilities paid *Parking •Laundry
•central Heat/Air *Pets allowed w /fee *Full Time Staff

T~R~~N
•

522-04 77
--

-.. ··- . -· --- -- -·- ·---•: ..-.. --

PILOTAN
ENTERPRISE
No, not oo Star Trek. MaD8F
acdit card promo's on campus
for National Marketing Firm.
Earn up to $2,500 this tcan.
Fl~lc hours. Opportunities.
Call 1.m-950-8472, Ext.17.
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our view

At least listen
to Clinton speak
'Y The Issue: HIiary Clinton will speak at 5 p.m.
today In front of the James E. Morrow Library on
behalf of the Democratic presidential ticket.

0

ne of the more cont roversia1, influential
and outspoken figures of th e '92 presidential campaign will speak on campus
this evening.
The speaker's views could h elp shape
the direction of t he country for at ]east the next four
years.
It's not Ross Perot. It's not Vice President Dan
Quayle.
No, it's not Murphy Brown.
Hillary Clinton, campaigning for the C1inton-Gore
ticket, will speak at 5 p. m. today on t he Third Avenue
side of the James E. Morrow Library.
Already preparations are being made for Clin ton's
arrival: a plaform is being constructed, security is
being prepared and the 1ibrary is being closed.
And, of course, signs are being made.
One sign, made by students organized by Student
Government Association, says "Welcome Mr s. Clinton."
Unfortunately, this is the only way most know her. Mother appalled
Few realize Hillary Clinton is rated among the top
assault story
100 lawyers in the nation, and was the first student
commencement speaker at Wellesley Co1lege in To the editor:
Massachusetts.
I am the mother ofKathy Young.
Few realize she graduated from Yale Law Schoo1.
And few realize she is more than just the wife ofthe Your paper printed an account of
her sexual assault. I am appalled
Democratic presidential candidate.
Sheisamajorplayerin the run for the White House and disgusted at your lack ofintegrity and sensitivity. Not only did
who cannot be ignored.
In a campaign in which the rea1 issues have been you print her name, but her address. Why?
forgotten and replaced with concerns about draft
Your editorial stated you had
records and fabricated fami1y va1ues, it wi11 be easy access to the police report. Obvifor some to discard what Clinton wi1l say tonight.
ously, because you printed the
We've heard the tired rhetoric from the likes of Lt. "sexual" details so very accurately
Co1. Oliver North and former Repub1ican presiden- and so very graphically. I wonder
tia1 candidate Pat Robertson, both of whom made just how "helpful" or benign your
stops on campus to push for Congressiona1 candidate intentions were in this focus.
I also wonder why you'd omitted
Ben Wa]dman.
the
other details, such as my daughWe've watched on television as the candidates
ter
having to run screaming and
struggle and c1aw to gain a foothold in the polls.
naked
onto a third floor balcony?
We've heard name-calling and sabre-rattling.
Sexual details are easy to come
But 1ittle has been said or done locally by any ofthe by and easy to relate to. I'm sure
key players.
most of the "voting" members of
Now, a11 party lines aside, we have the opportunity The Parthenon staffhave some exto listen and possibly learn from C1inton's speech.
perience in the sexual arena.
The West Virginia director for Clinton-Gore said
But when was the last time you
Marshall was chosen for the campaign stop because were terrorized into a quivering
of the university's relationship with the community mass of unrecognizable flesh?
Obviously never! Your pompous
and students' response to the ticket's message.
and
naive editorial displays an
While it's not necessary to agree with the Demoutter
lack of understanding of the
cratic Party's platfors or the candidates' views, it is
process
a rape victim must underimportant that students and members of the commutake toward recovery. I pity you.
nity attend the speech.
I know The Parthenon is a learn• Feel free to carry signs for Bush-Quayle, J erry ing experience for future journalBrown, Ross Perot or Bozo the Clown. It doesn't ists. Well, here's a lesson for you:
matter. Just show up and listen and try to make an Most of the media in this country
informed decision.
and the world do not report the
names of victims.
Because, thank the gods, we
really are becoming a more sensitive society and women are beginning to take their rightful place in
it.
LETTERS
Your paper violated my
The Parthenon enxourages letters to the editor on
daughter's control of her 1ife as
subjects of interest to the Marshall community.
surely as her alleged assaulter did.
Letters should be typed and no ionger than 300 Perhaps the day will come when a
words, and must include the author's name, hometown rape victim's name can be printed
and class rank or title. The editor reserves the right to with the same aplomb that a buredit for space or potential libel. Address all letters to:
glary victim's is, butthatday is not
here yet. Perhaps when single
Letters to the editor
mothers don't dominate poverty
The Parthenon
figures
and women don't feel they
311 Smtih Hall
have
to
fetch a cup of coffee for the
Huntlnton, W.Va. 25755

old man to be a real wife, it will be
alright.
For now, that is not possible and
you have added another burden
for my strong, lovely and sensitive
daughter to bear.
Get with the program! Grow up!

by

Pat Young
Huntington alumna

Editors thoughtful
in making decision
To the editor:

To print or not to print sexual
assault victims' names is a decision with many difficult questions.
Sexual assaultis a terrible crime.
Those opposed to printing names
can make a strong case. The same
is true for reporters, editors and
news directors who publish or air
names of victims.
Journalists do not agree. Even
victims are not of the same view.
About any journalism conference
will have a panel of distinguished
journalists, counselors and victims
dealing with this important issue.
Discussions usually end with no
solution agreed upon.
Many may not agree with The
Parthenon editors' decision to print
victims' names. But, it is dear The
Parthenon's editors were serious
and thoughtful in arriving at their
policy.
Editor Kevin Melrose has been
professional and open about his
views. In April when he was being
interviewed for the editor's position, he told the Board of Student
Publications that it was his intention to print victims' names. He
said not printing names does more
harm than good.
As I recall, the board unanimously recommended him to the
director of the School of Journalism and Mass Communications.
Board members include representatives of Student Government
Association, journalism/mass
communicationsf acu1ty, the newspaper adviser, the yearbook adviser, student publications editors

policies

•

I

I

I

and presidents of the three student groups in the Schoo] of Journalism and Mass Communications.
The editors' decision is not unlike the practice of our court system in which the accused and the
accuser are identified. Journalists
are playing judge if they print
names ofthe accused and not those
of the persons bringing charges.
Also, sexual assault counselors
know the importance of working
with victims to help them through
the trauma/feelings that they did
something wrong. It's time more is
done to help remove this stigma.
Treating sexual assault openly
might be one step in that direction.
Dr. Ralph J. Turner
professor of journalism

Open season
on campus group
To the editor:

There are all types of hunting
seasons, such as duck, squirrel and
deer, but one that is not around is
MAPS season.
Imagine if there were, a person
would have to wait in line for weeks
to get his hunting license because
there would be a line consisting of
12,000 people at least.
Last Thursday, I went to the
speech making ceremony that
Oliver North gave at the Marshall
Student Center Plaza. As u sual,
MAPS was there to protest.
I surely hope that Mr. North
does not think that this group is
representative ofthe ideas held by
the student body.
Anytime anythinginterestingis
brought to Marshall, you can be
sure MAPS will be there to whine
about it.
As long as I have been here,
MAPS has always wanted to be a
disruption.
All it wants to do is hold an opposingviewpoint toward any topic,
including this letter, I pr edict.
Donald M etz II

Pt. Pleasant sophomore
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Knowing facts
hurts no one
To the editor:

Your decision to print the
names of rape victims has
raised h ell and wm raise more.
People of good will and with
good hearts have denounced
you and will continue to do so.
On the other hand, officials
in high places will seek to make
political hay by denouncing
you, too. It gives them something to do other than their
jobs, which a good many ofthem
don't do too well and from which
they would prefer to divert the
attention of others.
The officials can be told to
tend to their knitting.
The people of good will and
good hearts must be told that
they have a point, but there are
other things to be considered.
An aspect ofAmerican belief
that goes back to at least 1734,
and probably back to the landing at Plymouth Rock, is the
Biblical adage that "Ye shall
know the truth and the truth
shall make you free."
No one yet has made an empirical case that knowing facts
hurts people, even though the
claim is made again and again.
The history of the press in
America is a long series ofsteps
to open doors and express facts.
It has been within my lifetime,
and mostly within my experience in journalism, that newspapers have begun to say
"cancer" instead of "long illness," "rape" instead of "assault" and "died" instead of
"passed on."
Each of these changes was
an improvement.
The "stigma" that is supposed to attach to rape victims
(I am not convinced that it does
attach; I am acquainted with
some r ape victims and think
no less of them because of the
attacks on them) is grounded
in the ancient notion of women
as property.
To continue to recognize any
stigma is to continue to think
of women as property rather
than as separate and equal
human beings.
If there is a stigma, it is in
the minds of crass and ignorant people.
If you allow such a possibility of stigma to guide your decisions, you are basing your
decisions on the opinions of the
crass and the ignorant.
Wecannotatthispointknow
all that will result from adding
one more fact to the news columns.
We do, however, know three
things.
One is that increasing the
output offacts to the public h as
never hurt freedom nor democracy.
The second is that hiding
crime and reports of crime is a
disservice to the public.
The third is that publishing
anonymous accusations is unfair and unjust.
It would not surprise me if
publishing names of rape victims causes some people some
pain.
It is a fact of lifP., though,
that pain sometimes accompanies freedom.
As has been said many times:
The Founders said you could
be free. They did not say it

would be easy.
Dwight Jensen
associate professor
of journalism

Naming victim
helps fight crime
To the editor:

In regard to Bo Masullo:
Excuse me, but where exactly
do you get off judging others?
It is one thing to have an
opinion; it is another to shove
you opinion down the throats
of others.
Yes, sexual assault, rape and
sodomy are violent crimes. By
recognizing victims of these
crimes, we, as a united body,
are better able to fight those
guiltyofcommittingthecrimes.
How do I know? I am a victim.
Managing Editor Bill
Gardner's article was news. It
was newsworthy. A crime had
been committed, reported to
the police, and charges had
been filed. Gardner reported
the crime to the public.
Because the editorial board
ofThe Parthenon has not stated
a policy at the beginning of the
semester about the names of
alleged sexual assault victims,
a debate whether to print this
woman's name ensued.
The editors voted. I do not
know how they voted. I know
that Editor Kevin Melrose has
final say over wh at will appear
in The Parthenon, but he allowed the editorial board to
vote on the issue. Gardner is
not the editor. He holds the
position ofmanaging editor. Do
not place blame on him for what
was printed.
For that matter, about your
comment, "Stop calling yourselves journalists. Investigate
the possibility of working for
one of the tabloids that have
headlines like 'Mom Gives
Birth to Human Ape Fathered
By Henry Kissinger.' It suits
you."
What do you know about
journalism? Or about tabloid
writers?
National Enquirer reporters
earn more per year than Gannett reporters, Mr. Masullo.
Also, have you been reading
The Parthenon throughout the
semester, or just since the
coverage began? Didyoubother
to read the article in its entirety?
Why didn't you come forward
in the spring when then Editor
Jack Bailey chose to print the
explicit details of the McCrary
rape?
In sum, The Parthenon did
not "carelessly" violate Ms.
Young. The alleged party slid.
Emilie D. Burch
Huntington junior

Reader shocked
by assault story
To the editor:

Tuesday morning I was both
shocked and ashamed to see
that the student newspaper
had published the name of a
rape victim. I was further dismayed by The Parthenon's
rationalization of the decision .
There can be no solid moral

reason for printing the name of
a rape victim, and the justification ofit makes me ill.
Not only did the paper display poor judgment in publishing the name, but gruesome
and humiliating details of the
attack were included.
Was this necessary? Did it
add anything to the story except sensationalism? The editorial staff could not have possibly given this matter a bit of
serious thought.
·
The editors have spent so
much time in the sterile student newspaper environment,
exempt from community pressures, that they are out oftouch
with reality.
The paper usedjustifications
for printing the name of the
alleged victim, and I will attempt to address each individually:
• "Less than 1 in 10 victims of
sexual assault report the crime.
There is little proof that printing an alleged victim's name
deters others from reporting
an assault."
What an arrogant justification for printing a victim's
name. I would certainly think
twice about reporting a humiliating attack such as rape, now
that I am aware of The
Parthenon's new policy for
"enlightening" the campus and
community.
• "By not naming names, the
newspaper gives the impression that sexual assault is more
than a violent crime and that
women should be ashamed .. .
Little change can occur if no
one is willing to act."
How cavalier of The Parthenon to take on the fight against
the stigma surrounding victims
of sexual assault.
The Parthenon does not to
deal with the humiliation of
one's name being published
along with a detailed account
of forced oral sex and fondling.
What did The Parthenon
have to lose except a little bit of
journalistic integrity? Those
editors are so brave.
The Parthenon also used a
quote from Newsweek ofa rape
victim saying that victims have
to overcome the trauma. Well,
I think the vjctim is the only
one who can make that decision. The student newspaper
had no right to make the choice
for her.
She already has been
through the humiliatingordeal
ofreporting the crime.
Then she had to go through
examinations at the hospital.
She thought about filing
charges for a few days.
When she built up enough
courage to sign a warrant for
the arrest, she was forced once
more to relive the horrible
details of that night.
The story appeared in The
Herald-Dispatch the following
day.
Fortunately, the professionals had the decency and integrity not to publish h er name
without h er consent.
On Monday, some Parthenon staffmembergot the bright
idea to publish not only the
woman's name, but gory details of the alleged attack.
While rm sure the editorial
staff considered timeliness as
an element in printing the
story, they already had been
"scooped" during the weekend
by The Herald-Dispatch.

The story could have waited
a few hours until the victim
could be contacted to gauge her
feelings on the matter. But she
was not contacted, and that is
sloppy journalism.
Why was the victim not consulted on this matter? The
Parthenon completely violated
her right to privacy without
even speaking to her about._it.
This is a disgrace and completely inexcusable.
The Parthenon editorial
stated: "We are reminded of
our duty to the community: to
report the news in a fair and
r esponsible way."
I am sure the community is
better off now that we know
the name of the woman who
allegedly was brutally attacked
and raped.
I know for a fact that the
woman was approached by a
local television station asking
her for an on-camera interview
to raise awareness of rape.
She must be deligh ted the
student newspaper has taken
that burden off her back .
Thanks to The Parthenon for
fulfilling its duty to the community.
June Vencill Daugherty
Huntington senior

Victims deserve
compassion
To the editor:

to publish the names of alleged
victims of sexual assaults.
It should be noted that although I am a staff copy editor
for The Parthenon, I am not a
member of the editorial board.
However, I was present for
the discussion of whether to reprint Kathy M. Young's name
in a story about Charles Franklin Plymail's criminal past in
the Sept. 25 edition of The
Parthenon.
Ultimately, I made the correction to the Page 1 story to include her name.
Women deserve equal treatment - equal pay for equal
work, employment opportunities based on merit, equal treatment under the law, etc.
Therefore, I also think
women should be treated
equally by the press.
It is extremely paternalistic
and condescending for a newspaper to say it will not print
names of alleged victims of
sexual assault under any circumstances.
Newspapers can't protect
women from sexual assault.
However, newspapers can
make people more aware of the
crime and can help bring about
changes to end sexual assault
once and for all.
Maybe the next time a
woman is allegedly sexually
assaulted and reports the crime
to police, the focus will be on
proving the crime, punishing
the assailant and helping the
victim deal with the trauma not on the press for printing
her name.

I am responding to the article published in the Sept. 16
Parthenon. The article was
Mary J. Lewis
regarding the young woman
who reported she was assaulted
Pratt graduate student
in the James E. Morrow Library. I know the victim per- 'Objective press'
sonally, and I have a couple of
problems with the article it- j ust propaganda
self.
First, the man in question To the editor:
had no idea where the young
woman lived until this article
The Parthenon headline
was printed.
read: "Senate approves SDI
Second, when a person is as- cut."
saulted, such as this young
It was a perfect example of
woman, the last thing you need how tne "objective press" can
is to r ead everything again in be an agent of propaganda.
specific detail, such as the arIn fact, despite the lack of
ticle was written, and have to scientific or military justificare live the incident a ll over tion for spending on this scale,
again.
the amount of money spent on
I understand that it is of "Star Wars" has stayed fairly
extreme importance for the constant for 10 years and will
r esidents and students of continue to be about the same
Marshall University to know as the entire budget ofthe state
and understand what is going of West Virginia.
on with assault on campus, but
What the Senate actually did
some compassion should be was what it does every year:
given to the victim.
r efuse to go along with the
I also understand that it is annual request for a huge innot The Parthenon's responsi- crease, that's all.
bility to ph one or write everyStar Wars is little more than
one that a story is being writ- a way to transfer taxpayer
te n about, bu t I truthfully money to those corporations
thought that the staff of The that support conservative poliParthenon had more compas- ticians.
sion and sincerity for those they
The way to keep the funding
choose to write about, seeing going is by distracting people
as how they ar e students them- from the real issue of wh ether
selves and this could just as this is good for anything.
easily h appen to one of them.
The headline and the story
had little content, but rath ~r
Angle Corea just dealt with "cuts" in fundBluefield, Va., freshman ing - and incorrectly at that.
All it did was exactly what
Focus should be the Bush administration wants
the press to do: distract voters
on crime itself
from the real isse.
And distraction is the key to
To the editor:
propaganda.
As a feminist and as a journalist, I applaud The Parthenon editorial board's decision

Dr. Rick Bady
professor of chemistry
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In the early days, living in their squalid apartment,
all three shared dreams of success. In the end,
however, Bob the Spoon and Ernie the Fork
wound up in an old silverware drawer and
only Mac went on to fame and fortune.
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PSYCHOLOGY CLINIC
AT
MARSHALL UNIVERSITY

LARGE 16"
PEPPERONI PIZZA
1 for $5.99
2 for $10.99

Providing confidential services by ~ppointment only to MU students and
employees and lo members of the Huntington Community for:
•DEPRESSION
•JOB/SCHOOL STRESS
•ANXIETY & WORRY
•HABITDISORDERS(SMOKING,
•MARRIAGF/RELATIONSHIP OVEREATING, OTHERS)
PROBLEMS
•CHILD CONDUCT &:: LEARNING
• FAMILY DIFFICULTIES
PROBLEMS
•TEST ANXIETY
•OTHER ADJUSTMENT PROBLEMS
For further information call Dr. Wyatt (Oinic Director) at 696-2778 or the
PsycholO£V Dept. at 696-6446
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SPRING BREAK '93 Sell trips, earn
cash & go free! Student Travel
Services is now hiring campus
representatives. Ski packages also
available. can 1-800-648-4849.
ALASKA SUMMER EMPLOYMENT
fisheries. Earn $5,000+/monlh. Free
transportation! Room and Board! Over
8,000 openings. Male or Female. For
employment call 1-206-545-4155 ext.
A5346.
SPRING BREAK 93 Panama City
Beach, Fl. ~s representative needed
lowor1<wilhlhe#1 SpringBreeakTeam.
TRAVEL ASSOCIATES AND TOUR
EXCEL Sell the BEST propertieson the
beach. SUMMIT CONDOMINIUMS
MIRACLE BEACH RESORT HOLIDAY
PARKING GARAGE, Next lo Wiggins, INN PIER 99 For more info call:Jemy 1800-558-3002
.
$30 per month 522-8461
APTS FOR RENT 1 & 2 bedrooms.
..
Most all utilities paid. Near Ritter Park.
ANANCIAL
AID!
Over
$5
Billion
now
Nev.iy remodeled. A must see! CALL
available nationwide! AH students elifor more details. Starting at $275.00
gible! Letushelpyoulocatetheaidyou
and up1 522-0150
are
eligible for. For Program call: (206)
LASSIFIEDS 696-3346
632-0920 ext. F5346

Served with Celery Sticks and our Special Sauce
Large Order ( 16 Pieces) .............................4.89
Small Order (10 Pieces).............................3.89
Which Sauce is Right For You?
Mild?................All the taste but not the heat
Medium?.........The taste with a hint of the heat
Hot?....... This one will give you the heat without
losing the taste
Extra Hot?.............Order an Extra Drink

CASHforemptylaserprintercartridges.
CALL Hal at Rent•A-Cartridge (614)
886-8865.
ABORTION accommodations. Kanawha Surgi Center (fonner1y Charleston OBGYN Center) Board Certified
ObstetriciarvGynecologist Twilight or
general anesthesia. Immediate appts.
available. 4803 MacCor1de Ave. SE
925-6390 or 1-800-642-1011.
WANTED Campus Representatives lo
promote Spring Break and Ski Trips.
Earn free bip and cash!! CALL 1-800- ·
862-7325
SUSIE'S DISCOUNT DARTS Darts
and Supplies 1529 4th Ave. 522-0308

Bucket Of Wings (25 Pieces).............. Reg. 7.59

NOW$5.89
Setvect In a r.usable microwavable container

FREE
DELIVERY

•

Gino's of
10th Street
947 9th Avenue
529-2547
Offer good thru October 11th._

FREE
DELIVERY
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Election issues discussed
By Jennifer C. McVey
Reporter

ith election '92 a
little over a month
away,candidates are
campaigning with a
vengeance, and voters, many
dissatisfied with the choices,
are trying to sift through election year politics and focus on
the important issues.
The presidential campaign
has been- characterized by
questions of honesty, character, family values and the economy.
But with the election drawing nearer, voters are trying to
answer one question: Who is
the best candidate?
The latest Newsweek poll
shows many voters think that
candidate is Bill Clinton.
The results of the poll, published in the September 21
issue, show Clinton with 53
percent of voters and President George Bush with 38
percent.
According to Dr. Simon D.
Perry, chairman of political
science, studies indicate the
candidate in the lead in September usually stays ahead.
"Most studies indicate that
once people make up their
minds, most of them do not
vacillate after that," Perry said.
Perry says the real boss of
this election will be the economic conditions.
The Newsweek poll also
shows 47 percent of voters

W

Political science professors are debating the
upcoming elections Just like everyone else. Bill
Clinton's lead late in the presidential race give
him a good chance to win, some say. While
President Bush is strong on foreign policy, they
say, the economy will be a liability for him. As
for Ross Perot - who can tell?
th.ink Clinton would handle
economic conditions better.
Many voters do not view
Bush in a positive manner
because of his failure to deal
with the economic problems of
the country, Perry said.
Bush's strength seems to be
in foreign policy. As a former
U.S. representative to the
United Nations, Bush is much
more experienced when it
comes to foreign policy than
Clinton, according to Dr. Clair
W. Matz, professor of political
science and director of the
Center for International Affairs.
"Most people will vote their
pocketbooks,"Matz said.
arly in the campaign,
manyAmericans turned
to Texas billionaire H.
Ross Perot as an alternative to the party candidates.
But when Perot dropped out of
the race early this summer,
voters seemed again to be left
with only two choices.
However, Perot is meeting
with Clinton and Bush campaign officials this week trying
to decide ifhe should get back

E

into the race.
Perot claims the two candidates are not focusing on the
'real' issues. But, does he have
a chance to be elected?
"I would say that his chances
are not very good," Dr. Robert
W. Behrman, assistant professor of political science, said.
"He has fairly broad support,
but not very deep."
If elected, Perot would likely
be more occupied with the
national debt and domestic
affairs than with foreign policy, Matz said.
"I would be more concerned
with Perot going off on a tangent in foreign affairs than
Bush or Clinton," Matz said.
he West Virginia race
for governor pits demoratic incumbent Gaston
Caperton against republican
Cleve Benedict, and a write-in
campaign mounted by supporters of Kanawha County Democrat Charlotte Pritt.
Pritt refused to endorse Caperton after losing to him in
the democratic primary.
As the campaign continues,

T.

--

campus calendar

fewer people will be inclined to

vote for Pritt, according to W.
Joseph McCoy, associate professor of political science.
"If Charlotte Pritt mounts a
strong write-in campaign,
Benedict has an outside
chance," Behrman said.
Benedict has an uphill climb
ahead ofhim in a mostly democratic state.
The election has prompted
candidates to launch television
ads. Benedict's ad promises to
lower and eventually eliminate
the state sales tax, and
Caperton's ad links Benedict
to former governor Arch Moore,
now serving time in prison for
fraud.
A typical low voter turnout is
expected in this election,Dr.
Lynn Rigsbee, assistant professor of political science, said.
"I th.ink a lot of people are
·apathetic and feel detached
from the political system,"
Rigsbee said.
Perry cites a higher percentage of older and twenty-something voters who are less inclined to vote as one of the
reasons for low voter turnout.
Many people view voting as a
passive act that does not mean
much in terms of changing
public policy, Perry said.
People may register in the
county clerk's office or when
obtaining a driver's license.
The deadline for voter registration is October 5.

The 1992-93 Marshall University Student Handbook is available in the the Dean of Students
Office, Old Main 109 or the Student Government Office, MSC
2W23B.
CabeU County Young Democrats

wiil sponsor a voter registration
drive on the Memorial Student
Center Plaza every day ghis
week. For more information
please call 696-4996.
Students for Clinton and Gore
will have an organizational
meeting in the lobby of the
Memorial Student Center Tuesday at 5:00 p.m .. For more information please call 696-4996.
Marshall University Lambda Society will meet weekly in Memorial Student Center 2w22.
The Child Advocacy Center
[CATCH] of Huntington will have
a vounteer drive in the Memorial
Student Center on Wednesday
from8:00a.m. to Noon. For more
information please call 6960326.
Returing Students's Program will
have a reception in the Alumni
Lounge in MSC Thursday at
noon. For information call 6963111 .
Mu Upsilon will meet Tuesday at
9 p.m. at Mycroft's . For more
information please call 523-4067
or 736-1540.

MARSHALL UNIVERSITY~~
STUDENT GOVERNMENT 56Fi'
INVITES YOU TO WELCOME

~---

ILLARY
ON CAMPUS TODAY 5 PM
at James E Morrow Library
(3rd Avenue Side)
Sponsored by Student Government Asoc.
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c·o urses · to study shakeup
...
divided
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By Tracy Gwinn

Changes will go into
effect by. Fall 1993,
acultySenateonThurs- Gilley said,

Reporter

By Amy Young

•

'

Reporter

i

.

Two of the toughest literature courses in ttie
department of English
have been split to add
four new ones.
The course numbers
for English 300 (English
Literature) and 301 ·
(American Llterature)will
change this fall because
both have been divided
to offer four separate
classes, said Joan Mead,
chairwoman of the department of English.
Mead said the faculty
has been talking about
this change, for a long _
time because there needs
to be moret ime to cover
the amount of· infonnatlon the courses require.
The courses will be divided by time, Mead said.
English 300 .will change
to English 317, literature
up to the romantic period, and English 319,
from the romantic period
to the present.
English 301 will change
to English 321, colonial
period to about 1860, and
English 323, from the late
19th Century to present.
Mead said she thinks
that not only will the faculty enjoy teaching the
new classes, but thinks
the students will like the
new courses better.
"This change should be
easier for the non English major."
Many students have
had to drop the courses
because of the amount
of time they require.
Kimberly Junior Staci
D. Ridenour said she
likes the change. "It
seems like with this
change, they will take it
slower and students can
really retain the information instead of just learn
it for the test."
Mead clarified that students who need three
credits In literature can
satisfy their requirement
by taking only one of the
courses. However, she
said she encourages all
students to consult with
their adviser~ before registering.

F

day recomme·nded procedures to deal with issues of university reorganization and responses to the
Board of Trustees' initiatives.
A joint subcommittee of the
Academic Planning, Academic
Standards and Curricula Review, and Graduate committees will be appointed by President J. Wade Gilley to "conduct a series of open meetings/
hearings at which all concerned
individuals, departments,
schools and colleges will be invited to share their views on
reorganization," the Faculty
Senate's recommendation
stated.
Five appointees will represent the Academic Planning
Committee, five will represent
the Academic Standards and
Curricula Review Committee,
and two will represent the
Graduate Committee.
Following the open meetings,
the joint subcommittee will
evaluate all discussion and
proposals and will make recommendations to the parent

# ....

committees.
The Academic Planning_
Committee, Academic Standards and Curricula Review
Committee, and the Graduate Committee will consider
the recommendations of the
joint subcommittee and will
make recommendations to the
Faculty Senate.
Once Gilley reviews and determines the merit of recommendations from the Task
Force on university reorganization, he will ask the Faculty
Senate to look at the proposals, he indicated Monday.
At that time, Gil1ey said he
also will send a report to the
Board of Trustees on how the
university will proceed with
reorganization matters.
"We will finish up no later
than the end of the academic
year," Gilley said.
Most changes in the current
organization ofthe university
will be instituted by Fall 1993,
Gilley said.

Byrd Institute gets·grant
to study Army efficiency
By Mary Bea Hennessey

The Army hopes the
study will help inA federal grant will give crease productivity.

Reporter

Marshall researchers a chance
to come up with recommendations that will make the U.S.
Army more efficient in the
global market.
The Robert C. Byrd Institute,
a division of the Marshall University Research and Economic
Development Center, has received a $24,293 grant from
the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST).
The Byrd Institute, a specialist in advanced flexible
manufacturing systems, has
begun a survey to find areas
which the Army would like to
target to improve its productivity and competitiveness.
"We hope by J anuary to have,
army personnel here at the
institute to begin instruction
in a classroom environment,"
said Greg Shrewsbury, marketing planner at the Byrd
Institute.
When the survey is returned
from several army bases, final

approval from NIST training
will begin.
The institute is proposing
such programs as computeraided design and computeraided manufacturing.
"We want to supply the army
with the latest technology in
modern management and
manufacturing," he said.
NIST's long:term goals will
include all the a rmed forces
in the training.
"With the way the economy
is going, everything, including, the armed forces, is joining the new trend, consolidation," said Susan D. Hahn,
media specialist at the Byrd
Institute.
"It was a real honor to receive this grant," Shrewsbury
said.
"The Byrd Institute had the
capabilities to help the U.S.
Army with its needs."

949 Tenth Avenue - Huntington, WV
Rosh Hashanna Services: Monday September 28 at 9:30 a.m. and 8:00 p.m.

.

Tuesday, September 29 at 9:30 a.m.
Shabbat Shuvah Services: Friday, October 27 at 7:45 p.m.
Yorn Kippur Services: Kol Nidre - Tuesday, October 6 at 8:00 p.m.
Wednesday October 7 at 9:30 a.m. and 3:30 p.m. (Yizkor)
- Break the Fast Following Services-

By Chris Hancock

Hundreds went to Chlllfest '92 downtown Saturday.

7 oz.STYLE

Hair Spray

$1.39
24 Ct.
EXCEDRIN
Tablets or Caplets

$2.88
25% OFF

ALL BACK PACKS &
BOOKBAgS
·Visit our NEW
Bargain Basement
Lower Level-TextBook
Dept.
Clearance on Shirts, Pants,
Shorts, Cards, Stationary,
Gift Wrap
MARSHALL UNIVERSITY

BOOKSTORE
MEMORIAL STUDENT CENTER

RUGBY:
The team won 14-3 in a home match against
Xavier Saturday. The team's record is 2-1. It
next plays in two weeks against Wittenberg.
The Parthenon
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Poll Herd No. 1
•
•

By Antl.o.wy HalShew
Athletic Corresporuknt

I-AA Top 10

fter spending the first three weeks ofthe season
ranked number two in the country, Marshall
propelled to the top spot among Division I-AA
football teams in the latest Associated Press
poll.
The Thundering Herd's jump to number one
came after defending national champion and
then number one Youngstown State lost 52-49 to James
Madison on Saturday. The Penquins dropped to number
seven and opened the top spot for Marshall, 3-0, which was
idle this week.
'°l'his is a real tribute for the football team and the
program," Coach Jim Donnan said. "It feels a lot better to
be number one during the season than in the preseason."
Donnan referred to the numerous national publications
that picked the Herd as the nation's top team in their
preseason polls.
Marshall inched toward the top spot in the AP poll
throughout the first few weeks ofthe season. The team was
the unanimous choice this week, receiving 80 points and all
four first place votes.
"I think this team has a lot more potential left, but we're
3-0 and you can't ask for more than that," senior quarterback Michael Payton said.
Payton has been a main contributor tq the Herd's fast
start that has included three blowout victories by a combined score of 146-51. Marshall's easy start to the season

1. Marshall
2. Northern Iowa
Villanova (tie)
4. Eastern Kentucky

5. Idaho
6. The Citadel
7. Youngstown St.
8. Middle Tenn. St.
9. Northeast La.
10. William and Mary

ends Saturday when the Herd heads west to take on Division
I-A foe Missouri.
"It's a heck of a time to get it," Donnan said of the number
one ranking. "But if we can get through the next four weeks,
[at Missouri, Furman, at The Citadel and UT-Chattanooga]
we control our own destiny."
Donnan added that Herd fans may not have seen the best
his team has to offer.
Because of the early wins to start the season, Donnan said
the Herd has, "been able to hold back a lot of offesive and
defensive packages." However, with the tough challenges
ahead, Donnan said it is time to prove whether his team deserves its lofty rating.
"It's time to show the world what we've got."
N orthem Iowa and Villanova also benefited from the Youngstown State loss and moved into a tie for second place with 74
points. Southern Conference member The Citadel, which tallied its second win over a I-A team Saturday, beating Army
15-14, moved to number six. Also representing the SC was
19th ranked UT-Chattanooga.

Others might
beg to differ
Dear Mr. McElhinny,
While attending the WVU/Maryland
football game, I picked up a copy of the
Daily Athenaeum in which was a reprint of your article about the outcome
of a possible WVU/Marshall football
game.
I used to root for Marshall, butjerkoffs
such as yourself have turned me completely against your •university.•
lfyourso-calledbigtimefootball team
were playing in my driveway, I wouldn't
open the curtains to watch them.
Show Marshall a really important
game and the word is CHOKE. Youngstown State - who the Hell are they? I
seriously doubt that Youngstown State
could successfully play Penn State,
Miami ofFla., Syracuse, Virginia Tech,
Boston College, Maryland, Pitt - or
anyone else on WVU's schedule for that
matter - and they are clearly better
than Marshall.
I wish Marshall would go ahead and
be a rent-a-victim for the teams on our
schedule. rm sure theOrangemen, Hurricanes, Terps, Eagles and Panthers
would quake in their boots when the
Blundering T erds roll into town.

David A. Chadwick
Ch arleston

INO'S PIZZA
SERVING 1\1\ARSHAL UNIVERSITY
2 8 2 5 5TH AVENUE

522-6661

LARGE CHEESE PIZZA

•
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Soccer team ends home stand with loss:
Good luck was short lived;
record stands at 2-5 overall
By Raquel Ricard
Reporter

Team boasts 3-2
victory over Virginia
Mike Glasgow and Tino Lore Tech.
led the soccer team to a 3-2

victory Thursday against
Virginia Tech, snapping a five
game losing streak.
A forfeit by American University also contributed to the
team's winning streak.
"There are two ways oflooking a tit. They should have done
· their homework and if they
don't do it properly then that is
the price they pay," Coach John
Gibson said. "On the other
hand, we don't take any great
flattery in it. It's a game we
could have won, anyway."
The Herd's Scott Collings got
the game againstVirginia Tech
started early with a goal
assisted by Greg Gelting. Tech
tied when Eric McClellen
scored off assists by Willie
By Keef Jon.
Littman and Tarik Walker.
Greg Geltlng, number 17, tries to get the ball to Herd teammate Wflly Merrick, number 1-0, In Glasgow came back making it
2-1 off a Lore pass 35:35 into
a recent game.
the game. Then Lore scored off
SC FOOTBALL TOTAL OFFENSE
a Glasgow assist three minutes
YDSPG later, giving Marshall a 3-1lead
G
PLYS
YDS PP
TD
532.7
1
Marshall
3
221
1598 7.2
20
at the half.
467.0
W. Carolina
3
218
1401 6.4
13
Tech's last chance came from
: the sports gurus
431.3
VMI
4
263
1725 6.6
12
Chris Ridgeway at 61:54 with
427.0
The Citadel
4
292
1708 5.9
11
an assist by McClellan.
I We were so cool last week
377.0
Furman
4
267
1508 5. 7
10
The win brings the Herd's
I -12 out of 14 we got right.
325.0
UT-qhatt.
3
172
975
5.7
12
record
to 2-4 and the Hokies
I Daphne Cahill wins first
250.0
E. Tenn. St.
4
259
1000 3.9
7
drop to 3-4. This is the first win
I place.Jon a than Brown gets
250.0
Appalachian St.3
177
750
4.2
7
against the Hokies in seven
I second. They may pick up
I prizes at The Parthenon,
-----I 311SmithHa11.Thisweek's
15
I games:
------

,--------7

Beat

consecutive meetings.
"We played very well, it was
nice to play well at home, and
show people that we can
actually play," Gibson said.
The team's good luck was
tarnished Sunday when Georgia Southern's Steen Larsen
scored in the first half off a
loose ball, minutes after entering the game with an assist by
Jeff Heidt. Marshall had the
opportunity to score in the
second half but John Steven's
header bounced off the
crossbar.
"They took every opportunity
to put the ball back into play.
They punted the ball long to
the goalkeeper every time."
Gibson said, "they played high
pressure and closed us down
quickly."
The loss makes the Herd's
record 0-2 in Southern
Conference and 2-5 overall.
The Eagles improved to 1-0
in the Conference and 4-4-1
overall.
The next game will be Friday
at Virginia Commonwealth.
On October 7, the Herd will
take on the University of Kentucky Wildcats at home.

1-A Top

IMarshall D
I WVU
D
I Kentucky
I Ohio St. D
I Miami
!Wash.
D
!Michigan
I Penn St.
!Alabama
virginia D
1
N. Dame
I UCLA D
I NC St. D
I Harvard D
I Citadel D
IT. Chatt. D
I Bears
I Dolphins
I Chiefs
I Saints D
!Packers D

•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

--

•

Missouri
Boston Coll. D 1
Mississippi DI
Wisconsin DI
Fla. State DI
USC
DI
Iowa
DI
Rutgers
DI
S. Carolina
1
W. Forest
1
Stanford
Arizona
D 1
Ga. Tech . ol
Holy Cross DI
App State DI
Clemson
DI
Vikings
DI
Bills
D I
Broncos
D I
Lions
DI
Falcons
DI

•
•
•

I Pick the teams you think will win. Names I
I of those who beat Brad McElhinny of the I
Parthenon and Jason Philyaw of WMUL
I wiN be drawn at random. Rrst place win- I
ners reoeive a Subway &-foot party sub. I
I Seoond place receives a gift certificate for
I a sweatshirt from the MarshaH Bookstore. I
BringentriestotheBookstore,theParthe0t to WMUL on
Smith Halrssecond floor. Entries are due
Thursday evening. The gurus' picks will be
In the paper Friday.

I non at 311 Smith Hal
I
I

I
I
I

L________ J

I®

could eat free!
Stadium McDonald's

523-9221
"The Student Center"

Call us with orders from your house, dorm, apartment or party and the person
who picks up the order will receive a

FREE sandwich, fry and 16oz. drink when

the combined total of call-in orders is $20.00 or more. Offer good thru 6-1-93.

Our way of saying THANKS!

-

M-U.APPRECIAT.ION DAY
•.

poor·. Prizes, Refr~_
shments, Free Samples
.
Hour1y ·orawings for·FREE-Hair Care Products

s1,ooo.oo

...

IN JUST ONE WEEKI
PLUS $1000 FOR THE

... ,__---·

•

~

RAISE A. COOL

MEMBER WHO CALLS!
And a FREE HEADPHONE
RADIO just for calling 1-80093~28, Ext. 65.

McDonald"S

t:!';l Jiuntington Jiair Company
OPEN ,:HOUSE OCT. 1st 10 am - 6 pm

GREEKS fl CLUBS

- - - - -·

3-0-0
3-0-0
4-0-0
2-0-1
4-0-0
3-0-0
4-0-0
4-0-0
4-0-0·
4-0-0
3-0-0
3-0-0
1-1-0
4-0-0
3-1-0

1. Washington
2. Miami
3. Florida St
4. Michigan
5. Texas A&M
6. Notre Dame
7. Tennessee
8. Penn St.
9. Alabama
10. Colorado
11. UCLA
12. Ohio St.
13. Florida
14. Virginia
15. Nebraska

.. - ..
•

I

•

J

,

.Jf.untington 's 'Full Seroice Salon

~

Cater.in to MU's Hair Care Needs 1531 4th Ave. 522-1117
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Opossums help prof research smell
By Jennifer Pritt
Reporter

The Brazilian opossum is
helping an associate professor
of anatomy study how smell
develops.
Dr. Ruu-Tong Wang received
a $64,300 grant from the National Institutes of Health to
conduct research and to study
the opossum.
Wang said h e h opes to discover several things.
First, he said he hopes to find
specific nerve connections between the nose and the brain.
Secondly, he said he wants to
find a solution to certain types
of injury.
For example, if cell A connects to cell B, after an injury
can cell A go to cell C and still
operate effectively.
"In order to approach all this,
we have to study the way- the
patterns of nervous system
connects during development,"
Wang said.
An opossum's babies are

equivalent to human embryos.
The opossums are very humanlike in certain characteristics
and development, Wang said.
"The children of the mother
cling to her after birth for a
period oftime,"Wang said. "At
this stage of development, the
babies attach themselves to the
mother for furth er development."
Wang said he would like to
discover whether the babies use
the sense of smell to locate the
mother for nourishment and
use this sense for development.
He added that the habitat of
the opossum is very t erritorial,
another human-like trait.
By studying the opossums
during development, Wang
said he hopes to trace the sense
of smell and how it changes in
different circumstances.
This two-year project is the
only research studying the chemosensory system. It is the only
study of its kind in which National Institutes of Health is
participating.

Groom says he will forgive and forget
MONTICELLO, Ky. (AP) A man who took his girlfriend
to court after she backed out of
their wedding said he's willing
to forget the whole affair now
that they're finally husband
and wife.
"I think the world of her and
she does of me and so we just
aim to deal with our little problems and get on with our life,"
Artis Anderson said. "Let bygones be bygones."
He and Phyllis Brashears,
49, were married Sept. 1 at the

Wayne County Courthouse.
Anderson , 48, sued
Brashears in November for
breach of promise, asking that
she either marry him or return
a $400 engagement ring. She Holding on for dear life, these 8-week-old Brazilian opossums cling to a loving hand.
denied promising to marry him
and said he'd harassed her.
Anderson, a truck driver, said
Brashears agreed to marry him
in February and the lawsuit
was dropped. He said he tried
unsuccessfully to reinstate it By Matthew R. Turner
ons in the Huntington area are
in July after Brashears once Reporter
from many denominations.
WESTON (AP) -A Weston
again changed her mind.
"Some of us are Baptists, Hospital patient died Monday
Spreading the word of God is Methodists, Presbyterians and following a fight with another
their mission. Distributing free others," he said. "We earn and man at the state mental facilNew Testament books is their give money to purchase Bibles ity, state police said.
to hand out at no cost to the
method.
George E. Bodie, 46, of ParkNearly two dozen members individual."
ersburg died sh ortly after
"The scripture is powerful midnight at StonewallJackson
of th e Gideons International
spanned almost every en trance and some individuals will turn Memorial Hospital, said Sgt.
to the campus Monday, hoping their lives over to the Lord."
B.B. Flanagan of the Weston
Mason said the Gideons detachment.
to give away 3,000 of the green
donate their time for distributbooklets.
Flanagan said no weapons
The Gideons is an associa- ing t~e Bibles.
were involved in the alterca"We don't get paid today, but tion Sunday night between
tion of Christian business and
professional men who have we will get paid by the Lord Bodie and David M. Mason,
placed and distributed more eventually," he said.
29, of Moundsville.
Johh W. Hutchison, a memthan 450 million Bibles and
"Mason is still being held in
New Testaments to hotels, ber of the Baptist Temple in the hospital under proper
hospitals, penal institutions, Huntington and a Gideon, said supervision," Flanagan said.
armed forces members and this was his first time distribNo charges have been filed yet.
uting the Bibles.
school students.
''We are investigating a death
"I hope to get the word of God
Perry T. Mason, a member of
and
we are looking into all
the 26th Street Baptist Church out. The students have been
possibilities," hospital adminvery
receptive."
in
Huntington,
said
the
GideFresh Food
istrator Rein Valdov said. "We
don't have any concrete information at this iroint as to the
actual cause of death."
tlrP/ ~ appetifR/

Gideons on campus

Mental patient
dies after fight
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NOW OPEN!
1501 3rd Ave.
523-7827

911 8th St.
522-3653

-------------------Get ANew Subway Round FREE When •
You Buy A22Oz. Drink And Another
Round Of Equal Or Greater Value.
1501 3rd Ave.
523-7827

2055 5th Ave.
522-2345

Fresh Food

911 8th St.
522-3653
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HOMECOMING COURT applications are available September
29 - October 6. Application can be picked up at Twin Towers
West, Students Support Services Office, Sports Information
Office, Student Activities Office, and on the MSC Plaza from 121pm. Application are due back no later than October 6 at 4:30.
ARI VAY-- September 30 in t he Alumni
Lounge MSC. Exhibition begins at 12pm and
ends at 5:30.
caa:DIANS-- October 8, "The Lengendary_
~ - October 9, "Bryan Wilder" in
Marco's at 9:15pm.
MOVIE-- "Far and Away" starring Tom Cruise & Nicole
Kidmap. Featured in Marco's Oct. 12 & 13 at 9:15pm.
FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL <1JU770

--

•

--------1Some facts about AIDS ca es------i
-y

In Cabell County, there were 39 cases of AIDS reported April
1984 to Aug. 31, 1992.

'Y In West Virginia, 166 people have been diagnosed with AIDS between 1990 and 1992.
'Y Since 1989, 131 West Virginians have died from AIDS.
-y In West Virginia, there were 344 HIV cases reported
January 1989 to August 1992.

•

I

Soll'<»: WNI Virginia
Depa,tmant ct HNllh Sid
Human Aelourca
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Stories by Jennifer Pritt
Reporter

By Chris Hancock

Lab assistant Gwynn Turner pipettes llquld Into vials at the
Veterans Administration Medical Center In Huntington.

Wanted: Positive Feline
Leukemia cats for new
treatment study.
Cats infected with Feline
Leukemia are being studied
and tested with a drug that
could potentially be used in
the treatment of HIV-positive
and AIDS-infected humans.
Dr. Lynn W. Kitchen, a researcher at the Veterans Administration Medical Center
in Huntington, received a private grant from Pfizer drug
company to investigate the
drug diethylcarbamazne
(DEC).
Kitchen previously conducted her research at John
Marshall Medical School as
chiefofinfectious diseases, but
moved to the local hospital to
utilize better research equipment.
Cats are used in AIDS research because Feline Leukemia disease found in the domestic animals have similarities to HIV in humans.
Kitchen said her research has
shown that DEC in conjunction with the publicized AIDS
drug azidothymidine reduces
some ofthe side effects caused
by AZT alone.
Furthermore, DEC prevents
or diminishes birth defects in
children born to HIV-infected

mothers, she said.
Kitchen has studied the impact of DEC with humans in
Guatemala and haa success in
preventing side effects and birth
defects, she said.
One side effect experienced
with DEC is nausea, she said.
But a little nausea is nothing
compared to bone marrow suppression, low blood cell count,
headaches, insomnia, anxiety
and anorexia, which are common side affects of AZr, according to the1992 Physicians Desk
Reference.
Kitchen wants DEC to become
a mainstream drug in which to
treat AIDS patients.
A.Zr is expensive and difficult
to obtain, she said. To find another preventive drug would
help a lot of people save money
and time, Kitchen said.
DEC is readily available and
inexpensive because it already
is used in the United States by
veterinarians to fight worm infections in dogs and cats, she
said.
DEC also is used in humans to
treat worm infections, she said.
"The problem is not getting it
(DEC) but having it pass FDA
regulations," Kitchen said.
Kitchen said she hopes to get
DEC tested by the FDA or other
research centers for patients.

-- Students apathetic to dangers of AIDS
Poster-covered walls enhance an otherwise barren
room.
An open door connects adjacent rooms with chipped
paint. Thedistinctsoundofa
telephone interrupts the low
sound of a stereo.
"AIDS Task Force," is how
a friendly Jim Buresch solemnly answers the constantly ringing telephone.
The Tri-State AIDS Task
Force office in Huntington,
which appears lonely to the
average observer, is quite active.

Between answering questions and dis·c ussing new
awareness campaigns, Buresch explains bis job of directing an AIDS task force
organization in a college
town.

Many college students and

other adults
don't know the
specifics of the
disease.
"There is a
major misconBuresch
ception about
this disease out
there," said Buresch, a graduate of Marshall University.
"There is a difference between
being HIV positive and having
full-blown AIDS."
HIV is a long-term illness that
attacks the· body's natural defense against disease, the immune system.
Once infected by the human
immunodeficiency virus, the
body starts to produce antibodies, which are proteins the body
makes to fight germs. But antibodies can't win againstHIV.
Most 'people with HIV look
and feel healthy for years, but

they can still pass the virus to
The panic of obtaining AIDS
others.
through a diverse and variety of
As HIV weakens the immune ways should not be happening,
system, symptoms such as swol- Buresch said.
len lymph glands in the neck,
"That is just one ofthe reasons
recurrent fever, rapid weight for the education awareness for
loss and constant tiredness this particular infection," Bubegin to appear.
resch said.
Acquired Immunodeficiency
According to the Division of
Syndrome is the advanced stage Surveillance and Disease Conof HIV infection.
trol, there are three ways to
AIDS is full-blown when the obtain HIV.
immune system is unable to
The first is by having unproprotect the body from certain tected sex with an HIV-infected
illnesses that are usually mild person.
or rare in healthy people.
The second is by blood transBuresch and members of the fusions and sharing needles with
task force present skits and an HIV-infected person.
lecture on aspects of AIDS on
The third is being born with it
campus and for fratermues.
from an HIV-infected mother, or
"There is a need on campus obtaining the illness after birth
for education ofAIDS," Buresch through breast feeding.
said. "No one is exempt of the
The publicity of AIDS was at
possibility of getting this ill- an all-time high this year with
ness."
the public announcement that

Magic Johnson, a now-retired
basketball player for the Los
Angeles Lakers had been diagnosed HIV positive.
But Buresch doesn't think
Johnson represents the "anyone can get it" idea.
"Magic Johnson is a joke," Buresch said. "He does not represent the AIDS-infected society
as a whole."
The biggest percentage ofblack
people and men are not represented in Johnson's public
speaking and campaigning,
Buresch said.
The Tri-State AIDS Task
Force will give presentations at
Marshall throughout this semester about AlDS prevention
and counseling.
Buresch said the purpose of
the seminars is to let people
know that anyone can be infected with this disease.

